Table-top kicks

Serene soaring

FooshalI tournament attracts goal-oriented players

Silent air show celebrates quiet flight by men, birds
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No-shows, age limit plague program board

By Amy I.. Palmitin
Daily stall writer
Problems continue to beset Asso, iated Student Program Board concerts.
Because 01 the poor attendance at Salurdav ’s concert.
Paul Goeltz. program hoard concert chairman is onsitiering placing a hold on future concerts at Morris Dailey Auditorium
Friday ’s last- minute cancellation hy the headlining act.
Green on Red. resulted in a scramble to find a replacement.
Goeltz said ’Die rock group’s label, Pol v gram, had dropped
the hand’, tour support.
Late friday ai ternoon. fliers were posted around campus stating The Busboys. who appeared in the movie "48
Hours." would take Green on Red’s place.
But the deal tell through
"We were almost or sure." Goa, said Friday .
"Around 50 clubs are trv mg to get them The Busbov s
The concert. vi Inch I eat tired local hands I leroric Airmen and Grey \ latter. and Dav is -based Thin White Rope.
drew a pa v mg audio’s: of 60 people.
Goell, estimated the hoard’s loss to approximately.
$1.100.
"It’s no big deal
It is a big deal, hut I’m not going
to cry over it." he smil
"We have to rethink our strategy. The over -18 policy

is killing us." (iiieltz added. "I’m thinking o) putting the
other shows on hold until we get something resolv ed ’
Program Board Director Verda Alexander agreed the
ban on no -students under 18 is hurting concert attendance.
"The 18 and ov er policy is killing us. It’s impossible

or a show to break even with the pi i.
slated tor the saw ii would have petitioned.
she said.
Only SJSU students and non students IS years or older
The concert originality had the Australian hand, Huntare allowed to attend concerts in Morris Dailey Auditorium. ers and Collectors. the Long Ryders and Green on Red, he
Ted Gehrke. A.S. Program Board adviser, said the said. Gradually, the hands pulled out.
concert would have been successful if the hands originally
"Hunters and Collectors pulled out a month before the
concert, then last week the Long Ryders went into the studio. Frankly. I am suspicious of the reasons, hut it doesn’t
matter because what can you do?.’’ he said. "We had an
obligation to Spin magazine to do the show.
use the money." Alexander said
Gehrke said the hands were contraced by sponsor. Spin
magazine to do the tour.
She explained the hoard will set :1 stipulation stating
1-lien Bello of Spin magazine said yesterday she was
that if the hoard loses more than a certain percentage of
not aware of the hands’ cancellations since Metacorp is the
the account, then the account will he frozen and the
organization handling the tour.
money will he unavailable until the next fiscal year. She
Metacorp’s Promotion Director Rov butt said. "We
added the percentage has not vet been determined, but
had a scheduling problem and conflicts with the hands.
estimated to he from 5 percent to 15 percent.
They were under a commitment (to do the show) and they
Goa, said he thinks the Berlin concert will he a
had the option to pull out .
success.
A representative trim Green on Red’s agent. Venture
"I’m not thinking about a loss. I think the show
Bookings. said Friday the hand could not perlOnn tor sevewill sell out." he said.
ral reasons.
He added that if the concert sells out to the auditori"The hand just finished recording an album and deum’s capacity in 1.1011, he estimates the sponsors’ profit
cided it wasn’t doing any of the Spin tour. Logistically. it
margin of $3.tx it each.
was impossible. Two members are in Memphis, one in AusSee BERLIN, Inn A /wee
tin and one in San Francisco." said the representative, who
declined to give her name

Berlin slated to play in San Jose next month
By Amy I.. Pahaian
Daily staff writer
Berlin is coining to San Jose.
The Los Angeles -based band is scheduled to perform at the San Jose Civic Auditorium on Oct. 20. The
concert is spiinsored by the Associated Students Program
Board and ( Inc Step Beyond, a Santa.Clara dance club.
The concert is the first one funded by the hoard’s
new revenue -generating account. said AS Program
Board Concert Chairman Paul Goa,.
Verda .Alexander, program hoard director, said the
revenue -generating account is intended for inonev -making show s Profits are put hack into the fund for luture
use. she sold
We has e to he caret ul with the Berlin concert. If
SAC it ..
1110110 it could treeze the account, and we can’t

Measle vaccine
necessary for
’87 enrollment

’Airmen’ land at Union

pep Daily stall photographer
Ole Heroic Airmen took a lunch break dur- hour set in the Student 1 nion Amphitheatre liaskitt, guitarist Greg Camp, drummer
log Homecoming week as they played a half- yesterday. The Airmen are: lead singer Robb Chris Racine and bassist Nick Kovros.

By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Spring enrollment may he denied
to students who fail to present proof of
measles immunization prior to Nov.
26. according to a CSU official.
David Kagan, state university
dean of the office of academic affairs
of CSU. said executive order 469 from
the chancellor’s office is "simply
prudent. good medical practice."
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
acted on the advice of the American
College Health Association. the California Department of Immunization,
and the Center for Disease Control,
Kagan said.
"There is no immediate fear of a
measles outbreak on our campus."
Miller said. "But we don’t want to
make SJSU the headline in state news
by allowing it to occur us hell 11 can he
prevented.
SJSU has never had a measles
outbreak and there have been no cases
reported this year, hut an outbreak
among college -age students is costly.
disniptive to routine, and dil ticult to
control, said Dr. Ray Miller. director
of student health services at SJSU.
SJSU students who were born
after Jan. I. 1957 will he required to
show proof of immunization against
measles and rubella prior to registration for the spring semester. Kagan
said.
’In a child (measles) is not nearly
as serious as it is for an older person in
his 20s. 30s or 40s who contracts the

disease.’’ Miller said.
Besides the loss in school hours,
the college -age adult runs a much
higher risk of serious complications
such as severe ear infection, brain inflammation and even death, he said.
Pregnant women who have contracted measles may give birth to children with congenital heart disease or
other severe birth detects, Miller said.
In the first 26 weeks of 1956. 3.92(1 measles cases were reported in the

In a child (measles) is
not nearly as serious as
it is for an older
persoi. . . ’
Dr.

Ray Miller.
health director

United States. There were 299 eases
reported during the same time in California. according to the Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report by the Center for Disease Control.
The total of measles cases reported from 26 colleges in the nation
was 354 in 1985. This total was up
from 67 college -reported cases in
1984, according to this report.
"There have been deaths reported
’Own measles this year in the U.S..’
Miller said. although he did not have
statistics as ailahle
A page
See SHOTS .

SJSU student, Reebok, Gucci Daniloff free, Reagan says no deal
near settlement in T-shirt case
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
An SJSU student is willing out of
court alter having a $1 mill ion lawsuit
filed against him for allegedly pnxiticing counterfeit T-shirts.
’
Samuel H. Simchon. 21, was accused in May by Reebok International
Ltd. and Gucci Shops Inc. of being the
leader of a group that printed and sold

Volleyball team
loses to Aztecs
. The SJSU volleyball team
lost to San Diego State yesterday.
The Spartans entered last
night’s contest in San Diego as
the top-ranked team in the nation’s coaches’ poll. while the
Aztecs were ranked No. 1 in the
NCAA poll
Because of the game’s late
starling time, the Spartan Daily
was unable to provide coverage
by press time.
See tomorrow’s Daily for
complete game details.

cotinterfeit Reebok and Gucci l -shins
and sold them from vending booths at
Ilea markets in San Jose and Oakland.
The trademark infringement suit
was filed in San Francisco federal district court after a sting operation by
agents of the two firms confiscated
dozens of allegedly phony T-shirts
from stalls at the San Jose Flea Market
and a warehouse in San Jose, attorneys
for Reebok and Gucci said.
"I didn’t know anything about
shirts being printed," Simchon said
last week.
lie also said the figure the attorneys estimated that he sold was exaggerated.
"I don’t sell 50.(810 shirts a
weekend.
"The only thing I sell is fun printed) merchandise." Simchon said.
However, Simchon’s attorney,
Bill Brockett. said "there is no doubt
that Sam was making some Reebok Tshirts. We don’t deny that."
Attorneys for Reebok. Gucci, and
Simchon all said a settlement in the
case is near.
Harley Lewin. a New York ant,c.
ney representing Reebok. said he
could not ye ..cal the terms in the pro-

posed settlement. hut said the two
sides are close to an agreement.
"I can say that it is a significant
amount that is being discussed."
Lewin said.
California is a hotbed for the
counterfeiting market. Lewin said.
"It is a significant problem, but
we hope to make a big dent in counterfeiting operations (in California)."
Lewin said. "We are not done with
California."
Neil Smith. the San Francisco attorney that represents Gucci. Reebok
and Adidas, among other name
brands, confirmed a settlement is near.
but said there is still a big problem
with copies.
"We have got some counterfeit
Adidas shoes that are almost identical
to the real thing," Smith said.
"It’s not just the company that
gets a had name. hut the consumer
loses too, because he thinks he’s getting a good thing," Smith said.
"We’re following through and (a
settlement) looks likely." said attorney Chris Hunt. Brocketes associate.
Attorneys for the two firms estimated that 50.0(k) shirts were
Seer-SHIRTS, hack page

American
FRANKFURT. West Germany (AP)
journalist Nicholas Daniloff left the Soviet Union yesterreleased in a still -secretive agreement that could
day
help ward off a deepening chill in superpower relations.
In New York, a Soviet -bloc source at the United
Nations said U.N. employee Gennadiy Zakhamv,
charged with being a Soviet spy, would he exchanged
for Daniloff.
But there was no official announcement on the possibility of a U.S.-Soviet deal, something the Reagan administration has denied since Daniloff’s arrest in August.
President Reagan, visiting Kansas City. Mo.. said,
"We didn’t give in." adding details of the arrangement
would he disclosed today.
Asked whether he had blinked in the month -long
standoff with the Soviets, Reagan replied. "They
blinked."
But the fate of Zakhamv was not immediately clear.
Daniloff. U.S. News & World Report correspondent in Moscow for five years. told reporters after landing in Frankfurt: "I’m grateful to the president of the
United States. I’m free: I’m in the West. I cannot tell
you about any other arrangements.
"All I know is that I am free."
The 51 -year-old journalist appeared to he in good
health hut tired.
"It’s obvious to everyone what has happened." he
said. "I was arrested without an arrest warrant. The case
against me was fabricated."
The reporter said he was taken into custody to give
the Soviet Union leverage in its efforts to obtain the release of Zakharviv, who was arrested in New York a

week before Dandoff was picked up. "The KGB did not
punish me. The KGB punished itself." he added.
His wile Ruth held up a T-shirt reading "Free Nick
Dant toff.
Before leaving Moscow. Dandolf said. "I leave
more in sorrow than anger.’’
In an emotional departure. he read a verse by 19thcentury Russian peel Mikhail Lermontov that bids farewell to "unwashed Russia. land of slaves." and to its
"all -seeing eyes . . all -hearing ears."
He and his wife then boarded a Lufthansa flight that
landed in Frankfurt three hours, 40 minutes later.
Daniloffs release climaxes a suspenseful month
during which his arrest had threatened to derail relations
between the world’s two most powerful nations.
On hand to welcome Daniloff was Richard Bun,
U.S. ambassador to West Germany.
The KGB secret service jailed Daniloff as a spy
Aug. 30. in what U.S. officials desc6hed as retaliation
for the arrest of the 39 -year-old Zakhaniv, a physicist
and Soviet U.N. employee.
Although the U.S. administration has insisted there
would he no swap of the two men. Secretary of State
George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze negotiated for long hours in Washington
and New York in recent days.
Some sources in the United States had said a
broader deal might also include the release of some Soviet dissidents. In turn, the Soviets, have sought relaxation of a U.S. order expelling 25 Soviet diplomats from
the United States.
See DANILOFF, back page
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Issue:
Pro

55 mph speed limit

Let states fix speed limits

"I can’t drive fifty-fliiiiine
Sammy Hagar, ruck singer
The drise to raise the 55 mph speed limit on interstate highways is gaining momentum and deservedly so.
On Sept 25. the Senate voted to allow states to raise
the speed limit on rural interstates to 65 mph and President Reagan has said "time has come to restore greater
authority to the states- in speed limit choice. Final congressional approval is pending.
The Golden State needs to eliminate the 55 mph
sham now.
California is a large state with long, tedious stretches
of straight, flat highway between major cities. A trip from
San Jose to Los Angeles via Interstate 5 is mostly through
rural cow pasture land and takes the equivalent of a full
workday to get there. The only thing to see are hills. herfen. and Hondas
Raising the speed limit to 65 or even 70 mph would
not cause people to suddenly lose control at the wheel on
these dull stretches ot road. Studies show that most traffic
fatalities occur not on the drab stretches of interstate highway, hut in more densely populated areas, where drivers
have a greater chance (il contacting other cars. .
In addition, most trail ic deaths are linked to driving
under the influence of alcohol or drugs, where speeding
may or may not be a factor. Someone behind the wheel
with .20 blood alcohol couldn’t control a car at 15 mph,
much less 65 mph. A sober person can.
The current 55 mph speed limit must bean unwritten
joke to the Calikirnia Highway Patrol, as well as the California drivers who regularly ignore it. The flow of traffic
on Bay Area highways, even in densely populated areas.
often exceeds 65 mph (try Interstate 280 North between
Cupertino and San Francisco if you’re skeptical).
The CHP simply doesn’t enforce the federal 55 mph
speed limit with any consistency. And how could they?
When everyone on the road except slow -moving trucks
and righteous law -abiders is whizzing along at 65. who
are they supposed to pick to give the lucky ticket?
The CHP has recently shifted its focus, and rightly
so. to the problem of drunken drivers and seem only interested in the "ultra" speeders who send the speedometer
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past 75 mph.
Opponents of the 65 mph speed limit cite gasoline
waste as one of the reasons the limit shouldn’t be raised.
They say fuel conservation should be reason enough to go
slower.
Back in the early I970s. when the oil crunch paralyzed Americans in their automobiles, the federally mandated 55 mph speed limit was a good idea. But more than
[0 years of fuel efficient cars and plentiful supplies ()I
gasoline have made 55 mph unnecessary on long, boring
interstates.
Gas prices have dropped about 30 cents per gallon in
the past year and Californians don’t want to putt -putt
around the state anymore. driving 55 mph when there is
nothing on the road to run into. They want to take advantage of low gas prices now by paying with a few miles less
per gallon to go faster and get there quicker.
The higher speed limit would he easier to enforce.
since widespread disregard for the current limit includes
lead-footed law enforcement authorities. Sen. J. James
Exon, D-Nebraska says that the federal government
doesn’t encourage enforcement of the 55 mph speed limit
on interstates because they were constructed for safe
travel at higher speeds. In addition, the Senate hill allows
For only 6 percent of the nation’s highways to have the
speed limit raised.
So relax. If the law is passed, cars won’t he driving
through school crossings at warp speed. Just tumbleweed
crossings.

Driving 55 has saved lives

Opponents of the 55 mph speed limit are probably
the same people who become maniacs as soon as they get
behind the wheel of a car.
Most ol us have had narrow escapes driving because
of some Ind -500 wanna-bes.
To raise the speed limit and encourage such drivers
would place countless is CS in jeopardy.
Although the limit was instituted in the wake of the
oil crisis of the I Y70s, it served another purpose - it
saved lives.
But now that oil IS cheap. people want to save time
getting to their destinations by driving faster. without the
threat of getting a ticket.
Opponents of the 55 miles per hour also say the law
is not being enforced enough, so it should he eliminated.
They also believe the speed limit doesn’t really save lives.
However, safety takes priority over these reasons.
Since the speed limit was passed as law, at least
4.000 lives have been saved each year, not to mention
how many are saved from disabling accidents.
The 55 mph speed limit makes sense. A driver in a
slow -moving car has more of a chance to be able to stop
or maneuver the car to avoid collision as opposed to a
speeding driver.
All it takes is a few split -seconds to avoid a accident
or to be in one.
Driving these days is had enough. People continue to
drive are under the influence of drugs or alcohol and some
people often drive while reading the paper, shaving or
putting on make-up. Letting people drive faster legitimately will surely create more hazards on the road.
The criticism that the law does not work because it is
not being enforced is a fallacy. One does not change policy because dealing with a problem is a hard thing to do.
One keeps policy because it is beneficial to all.
To raise the speed limit because of economic reasons
and travel time is a poor excuse. Safety for the public
should not he forsaken. Which is more valuable, a person’s life or the few minutes and pennies saved by driving
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Time to support
school athletics
The No. l -ranked SJSU women’s volleyball team is finally bringing some badly needed respect to the athletic program. Now we can truly say, "We’re No. I!"
Other teams on campus have been in contention for division titles. What our program lacks in funds they make it
up with good old competitiln and a lot of hard work. We
are a blue-collar sports program, lighting for some whitecollar respectability.
Most SJSU students’ attitudes, however, seem to be of
a commuter mentality. They drive to school, come to class
and then go home. These students should realize that there
is more to university life than just class.
These students usually make the excuse that they are
too busy studying so they don’t have time to attend any
game This is a pretty weak excuse. especially when
schools like Stanford and
Cal schools with highly
Opinion
respected academics pack
their gyms and fields, while more groundskeepers attend
some of our games than students. Don’t future doctors and
lawyers have plenty of their own homework to do?
There are many advantages to attending SJSU athletic
events. For one thing. it is a good way to relieve stress. Yelling is one of the hest ways to get rid of some aggression,
but doing this around campus may get you a padded mom.
But at a game. screaming and shouting will he much appreciated by the home team.
The games are also a
good way to meet people.
Too many times, students
just go through the motions
of school and don’t get involved with any extra -curricular activities that are a
big part of having a fulfilling college experience.
Another good reason to
go to games is simply to
have some fun. Walking
around campus, too many
people look robotic, exOscar
pressionless, emotionless,
lifeless. Students should he
Guerra
like one big family, rallying
around those representing
us athletically and have
some pride in their university.
While growing up and watching various college sports
on tele% ision, one viewer couldn’t help hut be envious of all
the activity. The students all look so happy, having a great
time. while cursing their hated rivals. He wished he could
he right there. in the middle of it all .
After graduation, students will likely all go their own
way and won’t have many more opportunities to come together as one. to share in experiences that make attending
college memorable, many years after leaving. They should
take advantage of some of the things that will lock it in their
minds forever.
Years from now, our kids aren’t going to ask us how
much homework we did every night or how much time we
spent in the library. They’re going to ask us if we went to
any of our school’s games or activities. Were the teams
good, how did they do, did you know any players, were you
in a fraternity?
The most important reason, though, for students to attend games is because the department really needs the support. A decision will be made soon as to the importance of
the athletic program to the needs of the university a.s a
whole. It would he unfortunate if the sports that are considered non-self-supportive were to fall under the administrative ax.
College sports are too important to adding to the prominence of the university to he cut out. But if students don’t
support and show interest in them, they will he done away
with.
The Homecoming game between the Spartan football
team and the Fresno Stale Bulldogs will he played at Spartan Stadium this Saturday at 1:30. This would bra great opportunity for all who are interested in giving a big boost to
SJSU and the athletic department. Let’s let the administration know that we care about our teams, and that we are behind them.
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faster?
People are conscious of the fact that going slower ensures a better chance of avoiding accidents or collisions.
By raising the speed limit, legislators will he saying that it
is safe to go fast, which is not true.
The problem is trying to make freeways safer.
Safety -belt laws and the recent crackdown on drunkendriving are working toward safer highways. This, along
with speed limits of 55 -mph, is the hest way to avoid useless deaths and bloodshed.
Unfortunately, the Senate voted to give a green light
to states and allow them to raise the speed limit to 65 mph
on rural interstates.
By a narrow margin. the House of Representatives
defeated a similiar proposal last month.
To get congressional approval. opponents of the current law will argue that it is a states -rights issue. President
Reagan has also expressed the need to give the states the
power to change the speed limit.
However. this is not a states-rights issue it is
a
public safety issue.
Lawmakers have the responsibility to keep freeways
safe for the public. Raising the speed limit would bra disservice to commuters.
Driving should not be a life -threatening event, and
legislators should continue efforts to make traveling safer.

LETTER POLICY: The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor.
Bring them to the Spartan Daily Qfficc, Dwight Bentel
Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class standing and phone number.

Editors’ Extra
Carl
Scarbrough
In this corner
Hollyw(xx.1 photographer Mick Paladin is mad as
hell, and he’s not going to take it anymore.
You see, Paladin has a problem with the
way actor Sean Penn. and wife Madonna. treat photographers.
In case you don’t know. it’s spit, punch, verbal
expletive.
Having decided enough is enough, Paladin ran an
ad in Variety magazine challenging Penn to a fully
sanctioned boxing match with $100,188) for the winner.
The photographer is vehement about the challenge. He spoke sternly of a rap song he and some fellow photographers were recording.
’It’s called ’Don’t Mess With the Press,’ and it’s
from me to him (Penn)."
Since he’s issued his challenge Paladin’s phone
has been ringing off the hook, so to speak. But Penn
hasn’t called yet. However, a number of people have
called to wish the photographer luck.
ust about everyone in North America
Nould he happy if I hit him just once,"
Paladin said.
BUI there’s more to the Paladin light than what
first appeared. Fight promoter Butch Lewis has entered the ring and upped the ante to $200.000. Lewis
has even thrown in a boxing ring in an Atlantic City
casino and a TV contract with Home Box Office.
But wait, there’s even more: I -eon Spinks and
Mohammed Ali have been invited to judge the boxing
match.
Paladin is not Rocky Balboa. He has no boxing
experience. At 5 feet 10 inches and 160 pounds, the
photographer has no size advantage over the actor.
Paladin said he’s long thought it about time
someone put down their camera and challenged Penn.
Because he’s never met the actor, he planned to
change that when I spoke to him. Paladin was hoping
to confront the actor at a Los Angeles courthouse this
week where. he said. Penn will responding to assault
charges filed by a paparazzi photographer.
Paladin said the meeting would give Penn a
chance to size him up.
But no matter the outcome of the confrontation,
Paladin said he will continue to hack the challenge
The photographer’s itinerary for the next few
weeks includes a visit to Los Angeles for a TV appearance and a slop in San Francisco for a spot on
CBS radio.
Paladin has received a great deal of attention
from the media because of the fight challenge. A reporter and photographer from Zurich traveled to Paladin’s Arizona home to interview him.
"This thing is not going to die," he said.
However. Sean Penn might.
Todd Smith. Perm’s agent. could shed no light on
the situation.
"I don’t know if he will (accept the challenge),"
Smith said.
I asked if he even discussed the matter with the
actor.
"We only deal with Sean’s professional life.’
For $200,000 I could get professional real quick.
However, it seems Paladin is not prepared to deal
With the consequences of his actions. If Penn were to
accept the challenge, and while in the ring the photographer managed to connect a solid left jab to the
face . . . the results would he too terrible to speak of.
I think Paladin would have a troubled conscience
knowing he was the man who made Sean Penn even
uglier.
Carl Scarbrough is the news editor, and he
has no conscience. Editors’ Extra is an open forum
for editors who appear on a rotating basis every
Tuesday and Thursday.

CMannal klicLo
Reagan offers new sanctions
Russian refuseniks
against apartheid government allowed to emigrate
Spartan DailyrTuesday, September 30, 1986
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WASHINGTON (Al’)
Presi- where Majority Leader Bob Dole. Rdent Reagan. seeking to avert a major Kan., has acknowledged that finding
congressional reversal of his South Af- enough votes to sustain the president’s
rica policy, yesterday (Mac(’ to in- veto has proved ’’very dillicult ’’
voke new hut limited sanctions against
In a letter to Dole and House
the white-minority government in Pre- Speaker Thomas P O’Neill Jr.. D.
toria.
Mass.. Reagan condemned South AlReagan’s decision came shortly ricas racial policies and urged the
before the House was to vote on House and Senate to join with him in a
whether to override his veto ol legis- united foreign policy. He offered to
lation containing tough new sanctions impose these new sanctions and meaaimed at pressuring President P.W. %MS by e \CLAM% i.’ iKder
Botha’s government ii) abandon the
A hail on new U S myestments
policy of apartheid.
other than those in black -owned firms
The
Democratic -controlled
A ban on the import of South
House originally approved the sanc- African iron or steel
tions legislation 308-77, and it seemed
A ban on U.S hank accounts
virtually impossible that the chamber tor the South African government or
would reverse course yesterday and its agencies.
sustain Reagan’s veto ol last week.
$25 million in aid to disadY anA Reagan defeat in the House weed South Alma:is
would shill the battle to the Senate.
key iew of %A il% is to reduy c I S

dependence on strategic minerals from
southern Africa.
The new steps would expand a
list of sanctions Reagan issued last
year but would all short of the harsh
measures called for in legislation
passed by the House and Senate
measures which would carry the
United States close to outright and
total divestment from South Africa.
The steps Reagan took last year
included banning loans to the South
Alrican government and its agencies,
ex pons ot computer to South African
agencies used to enforce apartheid
law s. prohibiting most nuclear exports, and barring imports of South
African weapons and banning the um’lunation of the South African gold
coin. the Krugerrand.
Reagan said also his executive
order clearly would amount to a corn-

plele and comprehensive statement (il
U.S. policy toward South Africa
"with the intent of pre-empting incom
sistent state and local law," aimed in
one way or another against the apart
heid system.
Chris Mathews. a spokesman im
O’Neill. said. however. "((ur pre I ,, 1,
nary analysis indicates this (Reagan s
proposal) is not even too little, too
late: it’s a step backwards. This is the
weakest version."
The original Senate vote for the
sanctions legislation was 84-14.
In addition to banning U S in
vestment and bank loans, the new
islation would terminate landing rights
in this country ton South African aircraft and prohibit 1.1 S. imports of
South African uranium. coal, steel.
textiles. military vehicles. agricultural
products and food

Expelled anthropologist sues Stanford
SAN FRANCISCO Al’)
SIC
ven W. Mosher. the anthropologist e) pelted from Stanford University because of allegedly unethical achy toes
during his research in China, sued the
school yesterday say mg ht proi essional reputation was seriously damaged.
"I think what’s happened to MC

a il.iiiisiiiisp,c, cden. c.
said
Mosher, w ho spoke at a news conlerence at the law in lice, 01 Melvin Belli.
his attorney
The suit filed in Superior Court
names Son lord President Donald Kentells :Ind the anthropology department
is it defendants
The suit seeks Mosher’s reinstate
Si:1s

mem in the anthropology doctoral pro.
gram, a retraction of allegations by
Kennedy and the department and unspecified damages.
Neither Kennedy nor department
officials returned calls seeking coon merit.
Mosher. 38, had angered Chinese
011 icials by publishing an article and

Spartaguide
The I b Ilel Jew ish Student Association’s nee
’’lunch and Learn**
program w ill leature Cy nthia Margolin
discussing "Children’, Rights.’ at
noon today in the Campus Christian
Center. The program is free, lunch is
5.2.(8). For information call Sandra Silver at 294-831 I .
The Geology Club’s speaker series will feature John Conomos from
the U.S. Geological Survey to speak
on "The Effects of Agriculture on the
San Francisco Bay Waters" at 12:10
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p.m. today in Duncan Hall. Room
306. For inlorniation y all the (Teology
1)epartment ol lute at 277 218S
The 51St College Itepuhlicans
will hold a iiiectin): .11 12 to it in.
today in ihe Sitideni I ’111011 (
Room. Foi
ormation call Susan at
281-3717

The SJISC Cycling Club will
show hike racing nioy iey at 8 pin.
today in the Student Union Montalvo
Room (or more information call Ken
at 268- 5t)45
The C’amptis Christian Center
w ill hold their weekly Bible study on
the Gospel of John. from 12 SI I to I 10
tomorrow in the Student I, ’its Mon.
fitly Rolm)
more iittornit,ttotti call
Natalie Shiras at 298 11204

Career Plannim and Placement
vs It hold a workshop to prepare mar.
ketable letters and fes11111L/s called
"Resume 1. al 2 p itt it
in the
The Pre -Lass Association will
Student Union Cost:moan kin tuit For hold their meeting leaturing Marilyn
mlormation call (’Iteisl Annum at 277- Morgan. President of Santa Clara
’
County Bar Association at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union CostaCircle K. a sets ice and leadership noan Room. Call Jennifer Simeral at
club, will hold its weekly meeting at 734- 1814 for more informat ton.
130 p.m. today in he Student Union
Pacheco Room Tor Infiniti:Mori call
The Re -Entry Program will sponlom at 269-2350.
sor a brown -hag lunch at noon tomorrow in the Studnet Union Pacheco
Room. For more information call Kit
The Department it Math and Carter or Virginia O’Reilly at 277Computer Science vs ill host Susan 20115
tvy
Irom
Equipment Corporation Systems Research Center.
The Political Union will sponsor
wilt% Vs III speak on "Performance a "Student Debate on Communism"
\nifty sp. 01 Software Cache Coher- I rom 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in
ymceI. at 4 p m today in MacQuarrie the Student Union Costanoan Room
I lall, Room 124 For intormation
For more inliirmation call Martha
Samih Obaid at 277-2417
Boy d at 247-2224.
The SJSU Karate Club will hold a
y:eneral meeting :Ind workout at 7 p.m.
ioday in the Spartan Complex. Room
75. For information call Debby at 275 lit) 17
Delta Sigma Pi a business fraternity
ill host Gordon Grout. former
c seemly e vice-president tml Wells
Fargo. at 7 p.m, today in the Student
’Mon Guadalupe Room. The topic is
the business of banking "Risk Conrol". For information call James
Brady at .15(1-2850.

Cad Scarbrougn
Hint,
Andrew F Hamm

photographs in Taiwan about what he
contended were forced abortions and
infanticide in rural China, where he
conducted research for 10 months in
1979 and 1980.
On Feb. 21, 1983. the :mammy)l
ogy department voted to end loslici..
doctoral candidacy after rev !eV, mg an
insesligati se committee’s report.
Mosher appealed to a grievance
committee appointed by the turner
sity, hut the body upheld his dismissal
Another appeal to Kenney was als0
lemed.
In a statement released ai the
news conference. Mosher said he isis
"sacrificed to maintain Stanford Lill
versity ’s research connections with the
Chinese reg i me . ’
Some scholars had blamed
Mosher tor a decision by 1he Chinese
to shatpl. limit IleILIYLOrls by Amen, an
social scientists

SAN FRANCISCO ( APi
Mrs litiginiitii11). 47, needs
While the nation focused on the re- treatment lor breast cancer. She has
lease in Nicholas Dandoll yester
had a radical mastectomy and has
day, a cancer-stricken Soviet been undergoing ehe ttttt therapy.
woman and her "refusenik" hus"I am very grateful to all pro hand were formally advised that ple who have helped me
(San
they will he allowed to emigrate to Francisco)
(Dianne
Mayor
the United States.
Feinstein. Sen. (Alan) Cranston.
It was not immediately clear Sen. (Pele) Wilson. Sen. (Frank
whether the release of Benjamin Lautenherg, Dr. (Gerald) Batist.
and Tatyana Bogomolny, as re- Ambassador (Warren) Zimmer ported by the woman’s sister and man . . I want to say thank you to
,S1
is linked to the Dan- the Soviet government l’or their hucase.
manitarian gesture
"I wouldn’t make a direct
Zimmerman is chid itt the
connection." said a State Depart- U.S. delegation to the Viciina
mem spokesman who asked not to Meeting on (*ooperation and Scot
he named. "If Andrei Sakharov My in Europe, which deals is ith
walked out ol the Soviet Union Soviet emigration Baum, a cancer
today, I’d he tempted to make a researcher at Montreal General
connection. But refuseniks are Hospital in Canada. examined Mr,
trickling out all the time."
Bogomolny and other cancer pa
Mrs. Bogomolny is one of six tients in Moscow last April and
patients and their families who had heads the International Cancer Pa
been denied visas, sonic repeat- tient% Solidarity C’orninittee.
edly . it) leave the Soviet Union and
The senators are among ...ye
min relatives in the U.S. Authori- ral who signed a letter to Soy tel
ties had cited security reasons.
leader Mikhail Gorbachev request
Tatyana’s sister,
Natasha ing action on reluseniks, a term lor
Sverhiloy who waited two years Soy let
repeatedly denle,I
lor a 5 isa More enugrating live permission to emigrate
years ago to San Francisco with her
Flutist said he hopes permis
husband. Yelint. said Benjamin slim to emigrate w ill he given lo the
had been seeking a s Isa since 1966.
other ill refuseniks
Inna Met
"I’m very happy and yery e man. 53: Benjamin Charny 48.
lied and tens Ilers fills. rIllt1 tni Rininia Anhinder Brav se.
1 (I
hausted." said Ss erhilov . a San ward Erlikh. 7. and ’,di mat).’
Francisco accountant
sin
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Personal Style Workshops

LOOKING FOR AN
ADVERTISING CAREER?
SAN JOSE STATE
Al) CLUB PRESENTS:
twin the San lose Met, on 5,
-ALEXANDUk
Retatl Adserthong Manager
--TOM HAUSER
General Adserfising
Depanment Manager
KAREN STOREY
Classified Ads entsing
Manager
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 30
6:30 P.M.
ALNI ADEN ROOM.
Student I Tiion
REFRESHMENTS WILL
BE SERVED

COLOR ANALYSIS
7 or Wednesdag,
u...’tober 8; 1-4:30pm. M:ntalvo Rm.
$35 students; $40 nonstudents.
Deadline:Octnher ;.

SU.

WARDROBE COORDNATION
Costa noon Rrn.
$17 students:20 non students.
ne.rd
.! 7.
Register in the A.S.
Office in the Student
277-2858 for more infc::’

Merv,
ArivtvItigni;
Ft/dm/h,.

:

A.S. Leisure Services will continue
take names of students interested in intramural basketball and watepolo from g a.m. to 5 p.m. until
Oct. 13. For more information visit
their office next to the pub or call them
at 277-2858.

THE WINDOW
TO YOUR
FUTURE

The C’ommunity Committee for
International Studies continues its
"Conversations in English" program
From 10 a.m, to noon today in the Administration Building Room 222. For
more information call the International
Center at 277-3690.
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EARTHBREAK
PREDICTION

Katherine Brio i

Reporters
Edward &game. Andy Bird. Paula Ray Owls
transen. Lisa EIrriore Brian Fedrorr. Oscar
Guerra. Len Gutman Janet) Hall, Scott G
Hamilton Gene Johnson Jr Dan Kier. Sue
’<grab, marl Martin Amy L Pabalan. David
Rickard. Frank kfichaei Russell Kann L Soma
Greg Shyket E C Walters

WHEN:
WHERE:

Pnotographiors

Julie A Bennett. Alan Dep John Dulls Alma
ham Hain, Aprrl Swift Denise Wendler
Artists

Ebrabeth Barton Leslie Crow Colleen Gong
Cindy Ono David Tsutsurn Jude Wescoal U.
chael Vokoyama

ACTION:

Noon, Wed , October 7, 1986
Epicenter located at the cross of
Seventh and San Carlos Streets, site of
the Student Union Recreation &
Events Center.
Scream! Yell! Get excited! Rush to the
site and celebrate the SUREC
Groundbreaking.

National Account Entcutivss

Nancy Foldrary Colleen Haack Scott
tower. Barbara Zels

its

litinksting Consultrints

Donna Beck hen Fnornolo Pamela Parsons
Ken. SITS SUB Stenhf11181 George Yokans
Ilstsil Account Esscutives

Christine Bow Amy Chan Duane Dustine
Jeckre Ernm, Suzanne Estrada Lisa Garcia
Richard Heston Debrah Hat Peter lrndberg
Christine Narrater Eric Matsuoka Lowe Mes
sine Ellen Mogensen Lisa Novak. Jana Olson
Karen Wagner

AID:

Free ice cream, entertainment, Crazy
George, the Modern Jazz Ensemble,
and more!!

Macintosh Plus
$1399 or 63/month*

lit IS //Is ill .11’1’11(
I RI I 115 -1// mIll 7% Hish
Cri %WI //
let
In I (WI %I I’ll Mt/ p

512K Enhanced Macintosh
$1055 or $48/month*
(Free Macintosh carrying case to lint 50
customers purchasing a 512k enhanced.)
ImageWriter
II Printer
l800K
aDrive
nre
txE
C
$469 or $21/month*
$299 or $20/month*

Ttir

ORDERING INFORMATION

Prices quoted include a discount tor cash, check in Apple Credit Card purchases.
If you wish to use Visa or Mastersharge please add 3%. We can take orders over the
phone and can ship them upon receipt of a check or approval of credit. Shipping
and Handling charges will be added to cover the cost of UPS Ground plus insurance. Apple
Credit Gard purchases will require your signature in person at the time of submitting your application and purchase
You can also come into the store for immediate delivery! You must be a full time student fin the Fall 1986 semester
at SJSU to qualify to purchase a Macintosh from Spartan Bookstore. To place your order or request an
Apple Credit Card Application call 14081-277-3043. Limit of one computer system per customer.
*No down payment necessary.

SPA R.TA 1\1
1100KSTORFra
%PAM n. Shops VT ISO’.

Service IA our Major

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory. Inc.
and is used with express permission of its owner,
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Arcade ’greats’ vie for $5,000
at SJSU Foosball tournament

Skate away
%

By Brian Fedroo
Daily staff writer
SJSU hosted a soccer tournament Iasi weekend oith
teams made up of three-inchtall plastic men.
More than 130 men and women from all over the West
Coast gathered at the Student Union Gaines Area on Friday.
Saturday and Sunday For a $5,000 Fooshall, or table sOCCel,
tournament.
Foosball is played with plastic figures suspended over
a table on steel bars that can be spun around to "kick" a
hard plastic hall toward an opening in one end of the table.
the "goal." Four bars suspend one, two, three and lice
"men" on a bar for each player. Nine halls are used in a
game and the iirst player to reach five points o ins
oho has spent
Tournament Director Phil Schlaeler
ded
many hours practicing foosball in the games area
icated the event to Michael [firma, a close hie nd and tel loo
accident
killed
was
in
a
motorcycle
in
fooshall player who
June 1985.

\I nmesota. hut I like to navel "
The games area it au itainerit uttered SI .000 to the winnets ot
,11q11,1l, t 01111)0111011, the premier event in
100,1%11i ’it

1 .1

’1,111010e]

Scott Stewart from San Jose and
I /tirren Holland iii I lemon’. captured the open doubles title.
Sc Mao ei said OW 1111, player, in the country can earn about
$ 18.0110 a Ccal it111cC illa% regularly . hut added that doesn’t
covet e \IVIlses
The lotlf tIOC11’1 hase enough nmney to support
someone trying to make a tic lug. Schlaeler said. "Most of
the top players have
lie said Mc \Vest I’oast ha. eight or the top 20 players
in the %wild mid the most pill players 01 any region in the
lorisliall is gene’ ally thought to he an arcade
I s
di y
lc .1 Well ,I2C1, ii croci
set has also discoYered
the earne he yald
situ red Ic 1111.. al a bar and ’net a guy who told me
aboiii Me tournaments.’ said Lisa Clung, 28.
.1 he I ainithel I resident began play ing tournament Tomball at the beenitime ol this Year and plans to keep going as
long ay tate remains tnielested in the yiiitin Ching is a sell
"1101 alin"s her ’km" ay to Ina, H i,t rtakend tom ’laments at tier leisure, a luxury
dte tattlci liii,’,’. liii baie

The events at a fooshall tournament are singles. dint
hies. mixed doubles and goalie wars, and players are rated
based on the amount of points and money they earn in a season. The rankings are amateur. novice. semi -pro and pro
Schlueter said the fooshall tournament is a
cult and that people aren’t Itnitted to geoffiiphic hounda
ries. "Anyone can play anywhere.** he said. Players nay
eled front as far away as San Diego and eNell Canada 10 t’
play, so the long treks are not unusual. Schlueter said

ld.r lii
tt.
ti It.,
It.
S.

lie looshall eYents occur about
Illal there are dedicated play
" One guy speciuli/es in
I. ’iii
inn rest in the country ." he said

ind that

Donald Seligman of Fremont said he had been play ing
"loos" for only one year when he decided to travel 6, Slim
ttills into the tooshall
haft, nas
nesota for the World Championships.
lite ’1
Lend tin .11(111.1 imderstand looshall and
in
to
most
on
the
West
’I go
of the tournaments
Coast."
ended tip c.11.11Wii1n. Nile said. laughing I guess he
the 21-yearold Seligman said. "I didn’t o in anything in didn’t like Mat I Ckas ’Viler (hall Ilc cc i, it s0IIIC1111111:

I

I

I

Accused
killer still
at-large

April Swift
San Jose resident Nlorello Fernandet lights gray its on an embankment nest to the 10th SI reel ga-

Daily stall photographer

rage. Morello said skateboarding around the garage’s side o alk prov ides an interesting course.

Street Faire ’86 booth rental raised
The Associated Students %%ill
spend $125 more to subsidite homecoming street lair booths this year than
it did in 1985.
For Street Faire ’86, scheduled
for tomorrowand Thursday. the A. S.
Homecoming Committee leased 30
booths at a cost ol $1.125. said Tim
Onvco, committee chatnnan
The booths, which last year were
rented to campus groups tor $1, eacti.
will rent for 520 this year. Onitco
said. 11 the committee rents all ill
booths. the A.S. will end up spending
$725 to subsidite the entire package.
he added.
The 1985 committee leased I
booths for $825, and recovered 522s
in rental tees. said Orotco, who also
chaired that committee.
The 15 extra booths are necessary
because the International Food Bataar,
which participated in last year’s lair
hut provided its own booths, will not
participate in Homecoming ’86. he
said
However. several organitation,
will be providing food in the streei
fair, he said.
The A.S. will spend $125 mote
this year than in 1985. hut will base
twice as many booths. Obvert said
The A.S. will spend less than $25 ii
subsidite each booth tor the ’86 street
fair. compared to $40 last year. lie
added.
All but live booths had been
rented :is ol Monday afternoon.

Benefit toasts
Mayor Clint
-There was
BURBANK (AP)
more toasting than roasting when cii
tertamment notables saluted Clint
Eastwood. macho star and mayor 01
Cannel, at the I I th Annual Variety
Clubs ia America benefit telecast.
Eastwors1 sal at a center table
Sunday night with his family, includ
ing children Alison and Kyle. and re
acted to praise from Line% Stewart.
Sammy Davis Jr.. Lucille Ball and
others.
Not that there weren’t a less wise
cracks at the taping at NBC Studios
(the show will appear on CBS later this
yeard
Cary Grant read a letter Inim last
year’s honoree. President Reagan.
which began: "When I heard you were
honoring an actor who ran fir political
office and who co-starred with a
chimp. I had a strong sense of dela
vu.
Ball made the announcement la
the Clint Eastwood Recovery Center
For chemically dependent patients.
which a ill he added to the
Hospital 01 Monterey in Last000d
home grounds.
In his acceptance, the laconic star
said, "Since none of you are Carmel
voters. this will be short."

acy ording to Oro’, ,t
Applications t Fen) the fellIaln
mg booths nut), he picked up in the

$$

A S
i
iou1 the third floor ol the
Student I imn. Deadline is tonight at S
It in

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
EARN 8,000

$$

Over the Summer of 1987
"If you want the independence of running
your own business and financial
independence while you are in college, then
La-Cost Student Painting is for you!"
earn as much as $8.000 or more over the summer
operating your own house painting business in your
neighborhood for Summer of 1987
no painting expenence necessary training
provided
If you are interested in this opportunity, then Lo-Cost
Student Painting has a house painting business
available for you in your area. Apply now for the
opportunity,
CONTACT: Business Bldg., Rm 13
Applications accepted NOW Dec.
All positions will be filled by January 1987

,

BA( K

(Apt
WRIT
CITY. SI
I leto its armed law oilier-, surrounded
a Niwant house here early yesterday,
belies mg a former mental patient accused ot killing three people a week
ago might he inside. the FBI said
Plans were being made to es acuate the homes in the neighborhood.
said FBI agent Hal flelterhoff, hut he
had no idea when police sould attempt
to enter the house to see it Michael W.
Jackson was there.
On Sunday. searchers found es idence inside a vacant trailer m1 ai may
he linked to Jackson, who has been at
large seven days, authorities said
Jackson, 41, has been .fi large
since Sept. 22, when authorities say he
began his three -state spree ol murder .
abductions and theft.

PHI SVNTS:

Rec f,YPANoc
)-S( 3 ft.)(

SPE( :I I

LORD
JOHN’S
INN

TUES,
SEPT. 30
9 p.m.
W FELD()

FRANKLIN
& THE
ALAMEDA
next to
t ’not. of S.C.

THECLOWN

COMING OCT. 11 AT THE CABARET
THE BOB RUBIN SHOW
WITH MONTY HOFFMAN AND
S.J.’S VERY OWN "TREE"
CALL 554-1911 FOR INFO

ATTENTION

SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING MAJORS!

.dig01

HOMECOMING
1986
CHEDULE OF EVEIIT/
TUEIDAY
Alcohol Awareneff Day
Lu ten to fpeakerf in the amphitheater
From II to 12!
fee film/ in the f tudent Union!
f top at the literature tabler in front
of the f tudent Union!

WED11E/OAY

f treetfairelf UREC
Ground Breaking
THUR/DAY
treettaire/Homecoming
King 5 Queen Farhion fhow
FRIDAY
Bonfire/Rally/Yellfeftif treet
Dance
frITUROAY Tailgater/Homecoming
Game
ALL WEEK
ban& in Amphitheater at

noon!

Co -Sponsored by Program Board & AS Homecoming Committee

The Air Force has openings for young men and women majoring in
selected science and engineenng fields. Like Aeronautical, Aerospace.
General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Computer Technology.
To help prepare for one of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and
four-year programs of study which will defray some of your college
costs.
After completion of the AFROTC requirement, and upon your
graduation, you’ll be commissioned art officer in the Air Force. Then
comes responsibility, experience in your specialty with UMW of the
best people and facilities in the world, and a mission with a purpose.
You’ll get excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days
vacation with pay beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away. See what’s in it
for you See how you can serve your col turn) in return

NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY
FOR THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
STARTING FALL 1987.
MRFORE

ROTC
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

FRO
%M

LIOR S WINE f .1ANE
NJ45
NI tt
%BRIE HALL RM. 409
408.277.2743
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They soared together gracefully in the skies Am e Milpitas mi Sun
day.
Humans and birds shared the thermal currents and performed
breathtaking maneuvers at the Third Annual Silent Air Show.
For most, an air show is non-stop action punctuated with the deafening roar of jet engines and an impressive display of high-speed. high-tech
aircraft.
This show was different.
While most of the equipment was decidedly high tech and the iii.i
ncuvcrs were nothing short of spectacular. the fliers performed their
above-ground ballet without a sound save for strains of Iluey I A:wis in the
background.
The show didn’t impose itself upon the surroundings nor upon the
nearly 5.000 spectators. A silent air show is a personal show and it impresses the viewer in a subtle fashion.
sneaks up on you like a hawk after prey, clutching you with its talon,
Itand refusing to let go.
The show, held at Ed Levin County Park, was conceived by The
Wings of Rogallo flying club, with an estimated $6.000 going to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The Wings of Rogan’) is a Bay Area hang-gliding club and according to the show’s promotion director. Roger Watson. is the oldest and
largest club in existence.
Hang gliding got its start in the Bay Area in 1971 and the show was
designed to demonstrate the safety and technological ads anees the sport
has made since then. Watson said.
Since the sponsorship and coordination involved hang gliders. it was
only natural that there were numerous demonstrations of hang-gliding
proficiency.
World -record holders and local talent took to the skies. catching
Frisbees and streamers in midair, landing on a precise location.
performing maneuvers that tested their gliders to the limit and
impressing the crowd with their expertise.
The show was in no way limited to hung gliding as three parachute
teams jumped and demonstrated the versatility of their equipment. remote control gliders as well as piloted gliders performed air acrobatics
and a peregrine falcon showed the humans how it’s really done.
The bird, actually a hybrid prairie and peregrine falcon named Pancho Villa. stole the show for nearly half an hour as it rose to 5,((X) feet on
a thermal.
"The late morning is the worst time to exercise your bird becausc of
the thermals. said the bird’s owner Arts Johnson, after he brought the
bird hack from its flight.
The birds were not the only ones who reveled in the freedom the
skies brought as each contestant and participant had a look of satisfaction
on his face after coming hack to earth.

Flying the American Bag, top, David West makes the opening
flight in his glider in the Milpitas Silent Air Show while the crowd
below stands and sings the Star Spangled Banner. Spectators wait in
long lines, center, for a free ride in one of four hot air balloons.
Onlookers shade their eyes, above. as they watch the Red Baron
sailplane perform difficult acrobatic manuevers. A harris hawk,
right, perches on owner Kevin Coltrell’s hand.

Photo, by April /tuft
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Football team’s trickery
adds element of surprise
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The SJSU offense ran on all eight
cylinders Saturday, running, passing
and blocking its way to a 35-14 thrashing of the not -so-Golden Bears.
SJSU scored four touchdowns,
two of them the results of trick plays.
Perhaps the most important trick
play was Guy Liggins’ 35 -yard yard
touchdown off the end -around. The
Spartans were controlling the game but
trailed, 7-6. The touchdown stunned
the Bears and gave SJSU the lead midway through the second quarter.
"I came around the outside, and
the offensive line really got the blocks
well," Liggins said. "Tim Siejskal
rolled out and got a beautiful block and
Kenny Roberts had a downfield block
that really set it up. All I really did was
read my blocks and took it into the end
zone."
The other touchdown off a gadget
play turned the game into a rout. Quarterback Mike Perez pitched the ball out
to the fullback James Saxon, who
threw a pass to tight end Bill Klump
for the final score of the game.
"We had those (trick plays) in the
game plan all the lime." Spartan head
coach Claude Gilbert said. "We kind
of wait till the right situation presents
itself."
Offensive coordinator Terry Shea
said the Spanans used trick plays when
the opportunity arose.
"The field position gave us a
chance to go to our special plays,"
Shea said. "I just felt like these were
the times, and they worked very well
for us."
The Spartans controlled the
game, holding the hall for 37:23, compared to California’s 22:37

Kenneth K Lam - Daily stall photographer
S.ISU goalkeeper .1i11.1acolison. #42. defends against (’al’s Wendy Hanna. #4, during the Spartans’ loss

Spartans shut out by Bears, 4-0
By Greg Stry ker
Daily stall write,
The SJSU held hockey team came into Berkeley
riding on the crest 01 2-1 victory over Chico State. Uniontmately. the Spartans couldn’t mount an ollensive as 11:111 like the SJSU football team did Saturday.
The California Bears ( 1-((-2 in the NorPac) shut
down and shut Inn the Spartans. 4-0. as Kiki Brown and
Gretchen Scheel scored two goals apiece.
The Bears held SJSU 11-2-1 in the NorPac) to just
toe shots Freshman torward Sheryl Sorg was held
scoreless (or the lirsi time this season alter scoring lour
goals m her lost three games.
"We kept the ball on our left side, which is the opponent ’s attacking side." Spartan head coach Catlin
I.ess is said We needed to get the hall on our right side
and attack on the right side. We’re very good when
WC.11. able to do that.
"We had our chances. We couldn’t get our midfield to combine like it needed to. You can’t just hit the
ball all the ssaV across the field. You have to use combination passes
’They plaved it very good zone midfield defense,

so they had in essence three lines of defense we had to
get through. We had to get through their forwards, their
midlielders, and their backlield line.’’
The Bears broke the scoreless tie when Brown and
Scheel each scored within a three-tninute span. Brown
scored at 30:23. and Scheel followed at the 33:58 mark.
Brown and Scheel then put the game away in the
second half, as each added a goal, and Cal breezed to the
victory. The Bears fired 21 shots in the game.
"They just capitalized on some of our mistakes."
freshman midfielder/hack Tina Royce said. We’re a
young team, and we’ll get them next time because
they’ll be on our field."
"(Spartan goalie) Jill Jacobson made a couple of
fantastic saves, then two goals went right through her
feet." Lewis said. "The defense played basically very
strong because they were playing defense the whole
game. It’s real hard to play defense for 70 minutes.’
The Spartans will look to even their conference record when they host Stanford tomormw at 3 p.m on the
South Campus field.

Perez, a junior college transfer.
has completed 102 out of 181 passes
for 1207 yards.
"Mike Perez was very outstanding (against Cal)," Gilbert said. "His
play was phenomenal. 1 think he’s on
his way to becoming a great quarterback."
The Spartan backfield also had
quite a game. The ground attack, led
by Kenny Jackson and Randy Walker.
gained 256 yards.
"We knew we had the ability to
run the hall," Gilbert said. "It was
just a matter of time. We had to wait
for the situation to present ascii
Junior tailback Kenny Jackson
had his best day as a Spartan, rushing
for 118 yards on 24 carries.
Fullback Randy Walker also ran
the hall around and over the Bears.
Walker gained 90 yards on only 17
carries.
"We knew that we had a very talented offense, and we knew that we
could move the ball at will." Perez
said. "It was just a matter or execution.’
Execute they did.
The Spartans tied a team record
for most offensive plays in a game
with 101.
The offense gained 565 yards,
just 58 yards short of the school record.
The 35 points scored by the
Spartans was the most since November
10. 1984 when they pounded Long
Beach State 42-7.
SJSU convened II of 19 thirddown situations and made 19 first
downs passing, which equals a Cal defensive record for passing first downs
allowed.
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Tackle A Giant
A Freshly
Made
Sandwich
From

Soccer team last in Westmont Classic
Rashe got a yellow card (warnBy Len Gutman
ing) earlier in the game, and on the
Daily stall writer
secoad call was ejected from the
The Spartan soccer team dropped
game.
one game and tied another at the WestSJSU forward Scott Chase scored
mont Classic Soccer Tournament this
all three ol the Spartan goals in the
Barbara.
weekend in Santa
tournament.
The Spartans (2-3-.1) finished last
The goals bring his total to six
out (a lour teams in the tourney. losing
goals on the year, tying him for the
2-1 to Nonhodge on Friday and tying
team lead with forward Allen Picchi.
Westmont College. 2-2, in the conso"He (Chase) just did the job,"
lation game Saturday .
Menendez,
-Julie
Menendez said. "When he got the opWestmont won the game after
S.Itit1
soccer
coach
portunity he made it happen."
Ia ii 111 iii mite Meninx.. permits in a
The Spartans next match is
penahv kick shootout. but the game
Wednesday in Chico against Chico
goes down in the hooks as a tie.
’’We
played
with
10
men
for the State.
SJSU was not hurt in the league
SJSU then heads south to take on
.1,11,1111gs because both games were last 30 minutes or so because (SJSU
fullback)
Pat
Rashe
got
a
red
card PCAA rivals UC-Santa Barbara and
matches.
lion league
UC-Irvine over the weekend.
The Spartans’ record in the (ejected).’ Menendez explained.
PCAA remains 1- I .
SJSU soccer coach Julie Menendez said despite the scores of the
games. he fell the Spartans played
well.
"It wasn’t a question of a hre.il
r-r--A
down on anybody, as much as it w a /MOM
elm
just good hard games." Menendei
said.
In the semifinal match against
Northridge. Menendez said the game
.411=
MENEM\
was close all the was
"It was lust nip and tuck. (S1S1 ,
goalkeeper) Gangale had seven saves
so our goal wasn’t threatened that
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a breakdown on
anybody, as much as it
was just good hard
games.’

Take A Trip With Us
BIRDWATCHNG/NATURE ’TRIP
:
i :00pm.
Friday, ,
San Francisco Bay Wildlifc Refuge
This trip is FREE. Deadline:
October 3.

EXPLORATORIUM 11IP
Go Spartans
Turn the Bulldogs
Into Turkeys!
Mon -Sat 10 am -2 am
Sun loam -midnight
475 E San Carlos
408-288-5676
Free Delivery on Campus
With Minimum Order

Octobor 18;8:30am-4:00pm
Exploratorium in San Francisco
Cost is $12 for students;$15 for
Trip includes
non -students.
transportation and admission.
7)eadline:October 10.
Sign up in the A.S. Business Office,
Call 277-2858 for more information.
fur. :

Free at Spartan Bookstore
Buy one American Greetings card (minimum value of $1.00)
and receive a second American Greetings card of equal value free
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Gov. George Deukmejian’s order for drug testing
some of California’s 230,000 state employees probably will
not affect CSU employees said Jeff Stetson, public information officer.
Under the order. the Department of Personnel Administration and the State Personnel Hoard will develop a plan
to provide for a "drug-free state workplace," while protecting the privacy of those affected.
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70 hour

REM vein A
OVAL

Op.

State and local politicians have been invited to visit the
campus Wednesday for the Rec Center ground breaking ceremony on the ROTC field at noon.

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World

The Homecoming committee announced Friday night
the six finalists for this year’s homecoming king and queen.
The finalists for queen are: Victoria Eakes sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega. Karen McGlaughlin sponsored by Kappa
Delta and Regina Murphy sponsored by Alpha Phi. The finalists for king are: Mitchell Daluxxl sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega service fraternity, Kevin Rice sponsored by
Sigma Chi and Mark Silkerson sponsored by Alpha Tao
Omega.
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f60115110 ALL
11/00, me,icAkis 59.14

The Hewlett-Packard Co. plant on Trimble Road will
spend more than SI million this year to keep its industrial
chemicals out of San Jose’s air :Ind ualer

s
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

hrlrolt.. salary $100 in *fringe
benefit of valuable professions’

ADULT (X X X) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE/ Cali 255-0724 (recording)
10 9.1 your copy 24h1. FREE

experience Must be motivated.
organized. & outgoing Call Deb
/Miley 101 .441110081 Int, 277-9206

DO YOU WANT to overcome your or
erydey problems with STRESS
Call Tony Pet 446.3721 251.5314
EARN

$400-11200 ’no pert.time or
S2000-$6000 ’no full time Coil
Tony or Pet at 446.0660

RESEARCH PAPERS 15,278 AVAIL.
ABLE, Catalog $200 Research,
11322 Idaho.

020601. Los An.
geles
90025
VISA MC
or
COD,(213) 477.8474

IL g .

$10/3410 WEEKLY Up. mailing Orcu
Iasi No quotas boons Sincerely
Interested rush self addressed
envelope
Network -COW,
POL 111072 Crystal Ilk. II 80014

IMF

AUTOMOTIVE

son

BUGS FOR SALE’. San Jose a best
BUGS All guaranteed.’ 100% a
nencing. OAC Call VW Restore
lion et 297-6200 1200 discount on
vehicle porch.... univ 10
’80 TOYOTA CEL ICA OT Li 5spri all,
Titer can lint cond. must see’
13500, call 973-1162
’75 OPEL MANTA, rebuilt ang, new
brakes, clean inside. runs well
Must sell. 5900 50. eves 7367120

COMPUTERS
APPLE

MACINTOSH USERS
Rent
time on
LaserWriter
Plus
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services also Cell
DAYSTAR

st

and delivery
quality work’

356-2717

Pickup

Reasonable mt.,

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
privet* instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordster. wordperfecl, gaffing
aseistant or professional editor
South San Jose horn. Afternoon
classes only 227-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS

(aUFINTA
CIEL.ITO

disk

Word

Preceseors-Mag
Topes
.
Prompt Service PU & 0,11very.
Dols
Greet’s*
ices
(408)868.6080

monitor, keybard, MG P. 5695
6406, 20141 hard disk. drIve,
monitor, keyboard. $1095 Dot
matrix printer. $240 Lefler qual
ity, 1295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St , #2, corner or Son
Salvador PC-COM, 2951606

ELECTRONIC

TYPE.

excel Cond
correction 527580 732-1451
FRIDGE FOR DORM apt Large Avantl.
19 21 32 (ht) Only 3 mos old
175/00 Den-0718695 after 9prn
FUTONS, Quality cotton products
Create your 000 11010$ A sleeping
space with our futons pillows
end ham. Custom Futons A P11 lows Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (et Soretogs A Campbell
Ayes). San Jose. 3755646 IV
discount on Futons with this ed
I SELL ONLY ONE mock* end size
(23 ’) of bike. but you con own
new 12 -speed for less than 185
MHC lloyd. Sales offers logs
cost traneportallon needs for the
student 30 cloy guerantee All
Cell eye

942-7736.

Ens 293-4710 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them from us, Rost Estote,
Motivational. Sohn A Business
00.0.-study courses Hundreds
to choose from’ We’ll also sculpt
any used courses for credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
(100(824-2222.132
6 II COUCH, ncellent condition Neu
fret color 1125 or offer Call (408’
OM. 9-5prn. Keren

HELP WANTED
fast typ mg Professional dress
code Call Rey or Jim It 2955522
Type 40
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE
wpm Willow Glen Prescription
& Sat
3-7pm
MWF
ohs
Alt
Ph..
9 30-3pm 13 85 nr- 10 start Will
2e8.82111

orders by phone Mon tau Weds
& Sal & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 3704090
1 OOKING FOR PART TIME work/
Togo et 900 N First St is hiring
for dey lime position. Plea. call
207-45700, inquire vrithIn
SHIFT WAITRESS needed
MINATO Japanese mein Call
Met it IRS-girl

LUNCH

DIRECTOR-Opp/a 4101190.1 Mortgaging Meat wad to design & implement multifected personnel recruitment for Use SJSU

MARKETING

Fund

Full (40) aernings per week equal
5370 No experience is needed be.
ceuse of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and
reading skills are a plus Some
evening end weekend positrons
ere available and some flexibility
Is showed during final exams In
addffion, if you qualify, corporate
echolerohips ere awarded. Inter.
nohips ore p01010.4, 104 you may
*am 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter,
spring, and espectelly summer
hr
full time work Is available
Call today for information and an
Interview. or cell Mondey through
FrIday between 10 AM -2 PM 1408)
1 the line IS busy,
275-9885
VIII
be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
COUNTY law li-

brary, 360 N 1st SI 55 hr. 10.111
eve. a Set Good communication
skills 299.3567 Roiene Susan

Fleable

2521

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
Ilve Loth sincere hendicapped
man Please call Brian at 298-

School Daze
cook "rwirOxtriat-S-

Japanese Resteurant

ny "Lunch and L.rn,
dancing, holiday celebrations
For Information call HIliel et 294E011
JOUR MASS
GRADS,

COMM
DECEMBER
Sign
petition to
change the date of GRAD coremonies from THURS 12 18 to
after FINALS on FRIDAY 12 19 or
SAT 12 20 Petition pooled outside DWIGHT BENTEL HALL 117

NATIONAL GAY.BI contact club. 18 .
men 104 .01000 Confident/a low
rates Send SASE to NOGG. PD
Box 28781.8, San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight Control program No drugs. no inerclat
1000, guaranteed Call (408) 245-7503
PROFESSOR
EXAM FILES evelloble
for
Engineering
(8
required
courns in CE, EE, ME and Met
Engr), EIT, Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Avelleble et Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA
PONTI Y. Confidential. 335 S
Baywood Ave. Son Jo. Call
247.748610, appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Claristion Cen.
ter Sunday -L unwell 10 45 em,.
Calholk 4 00 and 800 pm Plea.
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
for worship.counseling,programs
and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie Shlras.Fr Bob Leger.Sr
Joan

Panel’s,

Rev

Norb

haw
24.HR

NATIL US HEALTH SPA morn.

borship. 5300 Save approx $185
for first year, $145 for each additional yea Call 241.5095

SERVICES

Call 1415)

SMALL OFFICE. roles. atmosphere
Jeans 08 Close to school Study
while you work Answer phones
PT 4-Rpm. 3-5 doys Pat. 9969472

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We ere looking for s less
outspoken people to sell air time
This position requires
good
voice and a strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green at 377.
3600
TELEPHONE

SAL FSpen

subscriptions

to

time

the

Sell

Mercury.

News Guaranteed 54 501.9 plus
rorangssron Shitts 9AM- I PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM,

Mon -Fri

plus

Sal Call todey (408)983-1800
WORK

STUDY STUDENT needed’
hr., light typing, computer

helpful. phones Cell Denise at the
Spartan Foundation 277.3238
YOUNG

CRAZY

MILLIONAIRES

bought pizza parlor Need counter
end delivery people Must Ilke
sports. cows Dr Sues0 books.
etc No freaks’ 248-6828 Ilak for
Dr Anderson or Bally

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. se.
cure end sae rooms. FREE 01111 Iles and housekeeping service
Eteosonoble rates -shared or single ay/amble Walking distance to
Son Jul. State Office 72 N 5th
ST 998-0234
HOUSE, 2 bdrrn, $400 mo w hot/G*11111N duns ON mo w o Good
for reliable student
Close lo Kneel. Paul 725-8904
OFFICE SPACE NEAR CAMPUS. 2400
SF. Victorlen house, $1950
Skylights 2nd floor sun deck,
newly renohardwood floor
wned CIII 197.2960 days
ROOMMATE WANTED FEMALE to
shore quiet 4 bdrm house in
Campbell near Prunnero with 2
end leacher
ellere 011 Coil 377-1654

1175

WHY RENT,’ If you rent end share
you con buy and share No creditor lob neceasery with low down
Ca Fronk or Lauri at (406) 3657119
192es CLASSIC’ bdrm apt 080110.
room Must be clean, quiet &
Single-1475,
sober 551
double $4116 Coil Robert at 293-

s 115 st

.89 287-2077, FREE RENT

BARE IT ALL. Slop shaving. waxing.
IwnzIng Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache, back.
sh.lders, etc) 15% discounts to
students end faculty Coil before
Christmas, 11186 & get your 1st
appt it 1 2 price Unwanted heir
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cholera, R E Call 559-3500. tor
not . 1645 S Bascom Ave #C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
AUTOMATIVE

EXTERIOR
REF1NISHER, Body tech 10 yrs exper
Very reasonsble rates The reflec
lions on you’ Cali Scoff Coop Do
Ville .1 (498) 358-4288

EE slE’s.

IS THAT DESIGN prmect
due & you hese no resources tor
10111 01 what to build, SHI Ekktronics is committed to offering
low cool electronic (component)

& computer information needs for
the student Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780658 for Joe
FRENCH TUTORING by French native
speaker
Grodueted from Me
Only of Pals, res.nably priced
Frencols 11 2794571
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult Lath SJSU student for 30 rffin.
ules FREE Practice limited to sil
mewls of immigration end naturalization law
Office located
volthin 10 minutes from compus
Call Robert Ng 11 (408) 789-8400
for on eppointment

,

LINDO

Student Discounts
work Only 10 min

ACACCURATE,
ABSOLUTELY,
COUNTABLE for telephonne that
toots

typing

that’s

Tony. -298.2087
land

Trust

CLEANING

&

SERVICES
Homes, offices, carpets & windows (406)264-3098. 269-6075

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers. Nicholas, end public officiate
Sp.ielizIng in hietorkel,
biogrephica topics Student
dlecounts ennoble For free info.
write CI a 8003.8 Maas Ian..

0 OUARDIAM Or GAUD!

1NE WAN
844
worsvr!

OFF

04(ERN/de

LIP!

-

’

tops-try

$1 50 per peg.
All work guar
Tony

296-2087

Thanks
ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P.1 sword pro.
ceasing offers quality guaranteed
work st competitive rates Experi
ended In Mews, tem papers
group projects. resumes. maw
.rffils A tellers Located in Worts
San Jose, only rninutes from campus Call P J It 923.2309

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats

AND NOW
TIME FOR

DATING
GAME!
n)

Stenderd & micro cassette transcription Word proc trng on
&

Word

perfect

software Hrs M -F. 8 30-5 30 Re.
serve time now tor your upcom.
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Measles innoculations
required for spring ’87

Grey skies

SHOTS, front p,..6 I
Students from developing and
Third World countries are requested to
he immunizied because, while the
United States has nearly irradicated the
disease, many of these countries do
not have active immunization programs against measles. Miller said.
There was ’a dramatic increase in
reported cases coinciding with the influx of individuals into the United
Slates Iron) these countries. Until this
time measles rates were steadily declining. Miller said
Many students under the age of
30 missed measles vaccinations in the
first years follow mg the licensure of
the measles v Avow or were not immuni/ed he lore the adoption of compre-

hensive school laws that are now in elled in most slates. said Oscar Battle.
SJSU health educator.
The vaccine was licensed about
17 years ago according to the California Department of Health.
Sonic Itudents have not been vaccinated hedause of decreasing transmission over the past 20 years. Others
were vaccinated with the killed measles sums vaccine which is less effective than the live measles vaccine. Battle said.
Students who reside in dorms,
students whose primary and secondary
schooling were obtained outside the
United Stales and students who are enrolled in medical. teaching or field
work ins olv ing children from preschool -age and up, must also shins

proof of immunization.
Failure to present rekords tor
measles innoculation will result in students ha% ing their school records held.
Kagan said.
’There will he ’lead’ time allowed for students to enroll, hut they
are being encouraged to get immunited.’ he said.
"Most states have school immunization laws forcing families to have
their children immunized." Miller
said. "this (order) is just an extension
of these laws."
The Health Center on campus
will be providing free innoeulation at
designated times during the day, hut
until these hours are decided students
can receive tree innoculation on a
drop- in basis.

Berlin band to play in
BERLIN. from page I
Goelt, said the total cost ()I the
concert is estimated at S214.000. which
still he split evenly between the hoard
and One Step Beyond. He estimated
the gross potential to he $38.400.
’rickets are $I 2 for students. $ I 2
I or general admission in advance and
14 general at the door. "rickets are

as ailahle at Bass Ticket Outlets, the
Sall Jose Box Office and the A.S.
Business Office.
Don Mueller. an agent for Triad.
Berlin’s agency. confirmed the concert. "Everything is line. The contracts were issued Sept 22." he said.
He added Berlin released a new
Ingle on Sept 22 and its new album is
r;I,ase on Oct.

Ted Gehrke. hoard adviser. said
the hand is very much in demand.
’Without the lrevenue-generating account). we could not possibly
make an offer to a hand with the status
of Berlin’s."Gehrke said.
The Berlin performance, unlike
other hoard concerts on campus, will
he an all -ages welcome show
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SJSU student
to settle soon
in T-shirt case
FS, from page I
allegedly printed and sold each week end by Simchon’s Instock Enterprises.
Lewin said Reebok and Gucci
were tipped off by a phone call from a
silk-screen printer in San Jose, who
telephoned Reebok after Simchon
fired hint.
Lewin said he turned the case
over to a private iiikestigator. William
14 Burlingame
Hanson and Asst
In a court statement, Hanson said
that he had met with Simchon while
posing as a wholesale T-shirt buyer.
Hanson said Simchon told hint
there was money to he made at the flea
markets and that prices were very
competitive.
Simchon said there was a supplier
in Los Angeles that was his main competitor and told Hanson he could supply him with counterfeit merchandise
at prices comparable to those of the
L.A. supplier. Hanson said

This official characterized the re- coil war.
porter’s liberation from the Soviet
Danilolls father, an intelligence
Union as "an independent event."
officer for the deposed Russian czar.
Americans were quick to claim related painful stories of revolution
that Daniloff’s release exonerated him. and war.
although the status of the charges
He devoted much of his profesagainst the reporter remained unclear.
sional career to tracing his roots,
"Nicholas Daniloff leaves the working as a correspondent in MosSoviet Union a free man, his reputa- cow for United Press International a
tion intact, an American who is under- quarter of a century ago. and for U.S.
stood by all to be innocent," said News and World Report or foe years
David Gergen. editor of U.S. News & beginning in 1981.
World Report in a Washington news
Daniloff, in a three -page
conference. "Mr. Zakhamv remains phy written for his magatine, recik
in custody in the United States."
that his interest in Russia came deIronically Dandolls family was spite. rather than because ol. his laforced to flee Russia during the rise of ther, who tried ’’to obliterate the memthe newly created Soviet state. He ories of 1917 and his own Russian
grew up hearing tales of revolution and heritage

00

0 ff

any size pizza

Jeff Ebbage, Grey Matter ’.oculist, performs in concert, oith the university’s non -student under Morris Dailey 1.uditorium. The Saturday night 18 age ban, dress only 60 paying fans.

/),ANII,OFF, front page I
The administration wants the Soviets to reduce the site of the U.N.
mission from 275 to 170 officials over
two years. The first 25 Soviets, described by administration officials as
intelligence agents, have until tomorrow to leave this country.
Al the United Nations. a Sovietbloc source said Shultt and Shevardnatize had agreed during a meeting
Sunday night that Danitoff and Zakhano would he exchanged. But the
source provided no further details.
Aboard Air Force One, a senior
administration official, who requested
anonymity, told reporters that no
strings were attached to Daniloff’s release
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JOSEPH MARTINI
Senior
Aeronautical
Operations

"I flew from Seattle to Alaska to
attend the Army’s Northern Warfare School. For 3-1’2 weeks, I
trained in military mountaineering and glacier cold weather operations. It was a rigorous program, but I enjoyed the
experience and the beautiful
Alaskan scenery."

(with your name & phone number) to the A.S. Office
(S.U.) by 5 pm today. On Friday. all the names of people
with the correct answers will be put in a box and three
winners, one from each category, will be drawn. They
will receive two tickets to the Homecoming game, and a
Homecoming T-Shirt. So start reading those old SJSU
yearbooks & prepare to test your knowledge of &NU!

Where is the

Dawn

ALUMNI (Very Hard)

What are the words
the Spartan fight song?

to

spent part of my summer in
Arizona gaining hands on experience in Army nursing. I was a
team leader for 25 patients on a
medical surgical pediatric ward.
I’m certain that this training has
enhanced my medical skills and
is a step forward to my future as
a nurse."

NANCY BALMEDIANO
Senior
Nursing

ONLY ENTER ONCE A DAY.
Al I ANSWERS IN FRIDAY’S PAPER.

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 77I.
Clifton, N107015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.
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When was the Spartan
Memorial dedicated and to whom?

160 ...o.na la4

These SJSU students flew to three exciting locations
and the Army ROTC paid for the experience’

EVERYONE CAN ENTER

tree?
VARSITY (Harder)

MO

11 /1/ \

CAN YOU TOP THESE
SUMMER ADVENTURES?

Just answer the questions, and turn your answers in

Redwood

I r.J

SAN FRANCISCO

4,5
Expires 10 23 86 I
4>M11111111111IIIMINN

SCAVENGER HUNT ’86

QUESTIONS:
FRosii-soPil (Easy)

777

TOM LEE
Senior
Mechanical
Engineering

"In July I graduated from ROTC
basic camp at Fort Knox, Kentucky. I developed many valuincluding
rifle
skills
able
marksmanship, rappelling, and
land navigation. Basic helped
me gain responsibility and selfconfidence, as well as a group
of good, close friends."

For more information see Captain George Jicha
Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall or Call 277-2985
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